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CyberBullying definition  

+ “Willful and repeated harm inflicted through the use of computers, 
cell phones, and other electronic devices. “

+ Cyberbullying can be characterized as 
+ A deliberate act, carried out by the perpetrator in a repeated fashion through the use of 

digital means with the objective to inflict harm to the victim.



Existing approaches

Machine Learning Based Solutions

Lexicon-Based Solutions

Rules-Based Solutions

Hybrid Solutions



Approach 
overview

The approach in based on three 

inter-related groups od processes

+ Construction and enrichment of 
training datasets

+ Feature calculation and content 
classification

+ Cyberbullying detection



Training datasets 
construction & Enrichment  

+ Existing datasets and corpuses that are used 
by the scientific community

+ Real data collected from social medias 
including Twitter and Facebook 

+ Cleaned & anonymized 

+ Annotated by semi automatically manner 



Cyberbullying 
Ontology



Semantic Annotation

1. Apply a set of syntactic and linguistic 
rules to detect messages with toxic 
content.

2. These messages are marked with the 
corresponding category.

3. The semantic annotations are validated 
manually by domain experts

4. New terms that could appear in a toxic 
message are automatically added to the 
representative terms of appropriate 
category.



Feature 
calculation

The approach involves various categories 
of indicators :

+ Content related indicators

+ linguistical indicators

+ lexical indicators

+ stylistically indicators

+ Time-based indicators

+ Network related indicators

+ Psychological indicators



Prototype, Experiments 
and Results



Datasets 
Descriptions
+ Total, 15472 messages were extracted

5158 extracted messages from Twitter at time t1 

Then 9433 messages extracted from Twitter at 
time t2

Finally, 881 messages from Facebook at time t3



Textual and extra-textual indicators 

+ Textual and extra-textual indicators operated to classify 
an exchange Ex(i) between two or more individuals  
+ Textual Indicators : 

+ Textual surface indicators

+ Conversational indicators

+ Lexical indicators

+ LIWC indicators

+ extra-textual indicators
+ Frequency indicators

+ Temporary meta data

+ Profile Indicators



Classifiers and Conducted Experiments

+ Six classifiers were implemented

+ Multiclasses : 

+ Toxic comments classifier based on 
ontology classes (CamemBERT)

+ Age detection

+ Binary :

+ Toxic, non-toxic CamemBERT tweets 
classification

+ Gender classification

+ Personality analysis which is a binary 
classification of  five personality  traits



Overview of classifiers performance 



Conclusion

+ Our approach combines several data mining methods

+ It models  cyber harassment on the time axis under its 
different dimensions such as lexical, linguistical, and 
psychological  

+ It relies on a detailed analysis of the different categories 
of cyber harassment in order to attribute an appropriate 
level of severity to each detected risk situation
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